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By now a great deal of work is known concerning the methods 
of determining the production of bacteria or similar questions; 
among these the problems of a common terminology is discussed. 
Hot laying claim to an original or complete review of such work, 
we wished to warn researchers of some errors which they can slip 
into in an uncritical approach to the. available literature. 
The production of bacterial populations during time t 
we call magnitude 
where Bo - initial biomass, Bt - final biomass 
' 
Pe - biomass of the individuals dying out. Subsequently let it 
be considered that the 'dying out' (factor) (Pe) is equivalent 
to a consumption, (factor) (G) of the bacteria by the zooplankton, 
the consumption occuring uniformly. Therefore, if the consumption, 
time is designated through x, then 
and equation (l) becomes 
During the determination of bacteria production by flask 
methods the following values are usually made use of: Bo, Bt, t, 
Bfo, Bft, tf where Bo is the initial biomass of bacteria in the 
flask with unfiltered water, Bt is the final biomass, t is the 
duration of exposure of the flask with unfiltered water, the rest 
2. 
of the characters are the corresponding values for flasks 
with filtered water. 
Let it be considered that the quantity of bacteria in 
the absence of consumption grows by a geometric progression: 
Then the specific rate of growth (k) can be obtained 
from the formula 
The change of the quantity of bacteria in the flask of 
unfiltered water with respect to the time of its exposure is 
given by the following formula 
[3]: 
From this [4]: 
Thus, in order to discover the production of bacteria 
it is necessary to find k from formula (4)} use this in 
formula (6), calculate x and finally using equation (2) 
calculate Pt. 
The generation time (g) represents the important 
characteristic in the study of the breeding of bacteria, 
which can easily be found by k: 
Making use of formula (7), expression (6) can be rewritten 
in the following form [3]: 
Unfortunately both in [3] and in [2] occurs in stead of 
which may cause a misunderstanding. 
In quoting the above equation it should not be assumed 
that tf=t. In other words the duration of exposure of the flasks 
containing the filtered and the unfiltered water can be different. 
However a methodical expedient is to maintain both flasks in 
identical conditions for the same time. This being done tf=t 
which gives the possibility of simplifying the formula for 
determining x. This complexity of the calculation of formula 
(6) or (8) induced Gak [2] to attempt to simplify them. 
However, the use of the simplified form is only correct when 
(ie. when all the bacteria are passed through filters), 
therefore Gak's practical formula cannot be used 
It is interesting to note that Gak [2] for diminishing 
populations (to be precise, for the diminishing of bacterial 
numbers in the flask of filtered water) suggests the dying 
out to be calculated by formula (9). Although he even maintains 
that formula (9) gives the same results as formula (8) we have 
already noted that this is not so. Further, to determine x 
for a decreasing population was fully possible by formula (6) 
for the rate of growth (k) need not necessarily be positive. 
But the fact is the method of calculation itself does not 
allow the live bacteria to be distinguished from the dead and 
therefore the number of bacteria in the flask of filtered water 
is not able to be diminished. 
4. 
We propose to simplify formula (6) in the following 
manner. Since, according to formula (3) ekt =Bft/Bfo 
then equation (6) is easily reduced to the form 
(Note that while Bfo=Bo formula (10) is changed into formula 
(9))or both into the form 
Calculation by formula (l0) or (ll) is considerably easier. 
To determine x Ivanov's formula [5] is sometimes made use of 
This equation assumes a linear growth of bacteria numbers at 
the same time as being generally used to compute the number 
of bacteria growing by geometric progression. Note also 
that the opinion [2,3] that the formula (12) is satisfactory 
for incubation time t but not for the more useful time of 
one generation, is incorrect. Actually while t=g by formula 
(8) we get 
at the same time formula (12) gives 
i.e. the magnitude differing by a full 44%. Furthermore, 
formula (12) is partly brought towards a negative value for 
x which gives an unnecessary cause for doubt in its suitability. 
5. 
Consider now the coefficient P/B. Very frequently the 
cause, under this name, of perfectly hiding various things. 
Firstly, it is necessary to emphasize that this coefficient 
is calculated relative to some constant time span: so, say, 
they speak of a daily coefficient, annual coefficient etc. 
Secondly, the distinctions with certain coefficients arise 
because of a lack of coordination in the interpretation of the 
concept of production. Thus, for example in the works [3] and 
[5] the daily production is understood as the consumption over 
24 hours, in work [4]- as the potential daily production. 
We, as already noted, consider that production must be defined 
by the correlation (l). Thirdly, note, that instead of B in 
the coefficient P/B we must use both Bo and the average value 
of the quantity (biomass) of bacteria [1]. 
So [2] proposes to consider the coefficients P/B and 
G/P. The third possible coefficient of this series is G/B, 
which is exactly defined in both works [3] and [5], (& which) 
equals the production of the first 2 coefficients. Therefore, 
knowing the 2 coefficients from 3, the third must always be 
known. 
The question concerning the coefficient P/B is examined 
in work [1]. Similarly in our view, much in this paper is a 
vague exposition. Thus, for example, its author, for the 
calculation of production equal to formula (l) proposes the 
formula 
not indicating in this what is to be understood by the average 
-
value Bt. Himself he calculates this as the geometrical average: 
Naturally, the result received from this differs from 
those given by formula (l). On this matter formula (13) is 
incorrect and unnecessary since formula (l) is simpler. 
6. 
Generally, the authors' calculations are suitable only. 
for trivial cases when the dying out is absent (x=0). 
Actually in this case by the law expressed by formula (3), 
If the average dying out is defined, as is generally accepted, 
by the formula 
then the expression (13) on the substitution of this value 
is simply obtained in equation (l). Formula (7) and the 
calculations treated by formula (6) in [l] are also incorrect 
(however, in formula (7) it is far from easy to understand what 
is meant by the symbol dx). 
We have shown that the average value of Bt is calculated 
in the general case 
Substituting the value Bt from equation (5) in equation 
(15) we arrive at 
or, using (5) once more, 
The average specific rate of production in time t we will call 
the quantity Ct which is defined by the formula 
7. 
Then, according to equation (1) 
We obtain an interesting results the average specific 
rate of production equals k (formula 4) and does not depend on 
t. Therefore the index t may he omitted from Ct and the average 
specific rate of production is easier designated by C. How if 
it : is possible to make the conjecture that C is not changed in 
the course of 24 hours, the daily coefficient P/B, as this 
follows from formula (17) is easily represented: 
and generally for time t 
Thus by making this conjecture the daily production of bacteria 
of a reservoir may be defined by the formula 
where is the average daily biomass of bacteria in the 
reservoir. 
We can still make the following observation. If in 
formula (16) Bt=Bo then from equation (6) we arrive at 
Therefore if from the experimental data Bo 
and Bt are little different then may be calculated as the 
arithmetic means: 
8. 
We emphasize once more that formula (l6) also in this case 
gave more precise results and that the calculation is 
sufficiently easy by it. 
Not making the calculation it is possible to show that 
if Bt grows very quickly then the rate of production is growing 
sharply and in this case is not the basis of all the production 
P. to attribute to the initial biomass Bo. For this purpose it 
is better to approach the average value of the biomass, calculated 
for time t. Furthermore the coefficient Pt/Bo is poor because 
it depends on the duration of the experiment. In fact, let us 
take the following example. 
It is necessary for us to define the daily coefficient 
P/B and we take J experiment durations 1, 6 and 24 hours 
respectively. Let in all cases k=0.1 and the dying out to be 
absent ie x=o. We have a right to expect that in all 3 cases to 
get the same daily coefficient P/B. And in fact if use is made 
of formula (20) then we get If we proceed . 
to calculate the coefficient P24/Bo then by formulae (2) & (13) 
and the time coefficient P/B in case I will equal 
in case which 
gives daily coefficients P24/Bo equal to 2.52, 3.29 and 10.02 
respectively. To avoid this it is necessary to make use of 
the average biomass value (formula (15)- (21)). The most 
simple for defining the coefficient P/B is formula (20) 
In conclusion let us take a simple example. 
Hence, according to formula (7) 
coefficient P/B it is better to give 
Let us endeavour to explain why in the capacity of the 
9. 
Defining x by formula (6): 
By formula (10) the results are obtained easier: 
Still defining the average value by formula (16) 
As the form in the present case is only distinguished by 
a little from the arithmetic mean the number Bo& Bt equal 1250. 
Finally, the daily coefficient P/B by formula (20) equals 
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Please note that these translations were produced to assist the scientific staff of the 
FBA (Freshwater Biological Association) in their research. These translations were 
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